5-07 Drive on Paris (10 May 18)
1) St. Avald should be St. Avold (49.17), Remieremont should be Remiremont (52.04), Vitry de Francois
should be Vitry-le-Francois (33.09), Marche-en-Famene should be Marche-en-Famenne (33.09),
Maastrich should be Maastricht (35.33), Fontainbleau should be Fontainebleau (18.01), Gebweiler
should be Gebwiller (56.05), Kaiserlautern should be Kaiserslautern (56.22), Phillpeville should be
Phillipeville (28.24).
2) Siege Guns are not eligible to advance after combat (even given their 0 combat strength and the series
rule regarding 0 strength units), nor can they be put into Reserve.
3) Siege Guns do not pay the EZOC cost adjacent to enemy units (given that there must be a friendly
unit in the hex as well to negate that EZOC).
4) The French Plan XVII VP hexes cannot be counted for German VPs, but can be counted for the
French if captured at any time during turns 1-8 OR held at the end of the game (like any other VP hex).
5) “Infantry” for the German Forced March rule includes all the “other” infantry types (static, fortress,
mountain infantry, assualt infantry, naval infantry.).
6) HQs cannot be put into Reserve.
7) In any combat involving the British as attacker or defender apply the following:
On the Attack, give the British a +1 DRM to their roll on the Combat Table.
On Defense, give the British one column shift in their favor.
8) In scenario 5.2, Nancy is worth 5 VPs and hex 46.10 is worth 1 VP. The issue is that Nancy is hex
46.10. The 5 VPs are for the city, the 1 VP is for the mine. There is no need to separate the values, so
just treat the hex as worth 6 VPs.
9) The French Doctrine Line (FDL) ceases to exist on Turn 15, regardless of what the situation is (or if the
Germans have crossed the Panic Line).
10) The Foch effect on reconstitution is too narrow in the rule (2.6). The rule states “He applies his 1
rating as a modifier...”. This statement is correct when Foch is AD-Foch, but not when he becomes C-nC. A better wording is “He applies his rating as a modifer...”
11) HQs cannot refit or reconstitute in an EZOC.

